SPECIALTY LETTUCE
GREENHOUSE / HYDROPONIC

High-performing varieties with the excellent yield and disease package necessary for this valuable real estate.
Size | Type			

AZIRKA

Resistance

(P)PVP

Large | Lolla Rossa HR: DM:16-36EU/1-9US, Nr:0, TBSV | IR: LMV:1
Triple red lolla rossa for greenhouse production. Azirka’s rounded
leaves are very thick and crunchy with good three-dimensional
structure. Strong disease package.

CASEY (P)

AZIRKA

CASEY

Large | Butterhead
HR: DM:16-37EU/1-9US, Nr:0, Pb
Green butterhead for greenhouse and hydroponic production. Casey
is medium-fast growing and yields large heads with excellent weight. It
has a flat, clean, closed base and a strong disease resistance package.
Strong roots and good heat tolerance make it a great choice for long
day length summer production.

CRISTABEL

(P)

Small-Large | Ice Leaf
HR: Nr: 0, TBSV | IR: LMV:1
High yielding frilled ice leaf type for greenhouse and hydroponic
production. Cristabel’s dark green leaves are very thick. Heads have
an upright habit with a short core. Reliable in various conditions.

XIOMARA

CRISTABEL

XIOMARA

(P)

Mini | Romaine HR: DM:16-36EU/1-9US, Fol:1, Nr:0, TBSV | IR: LMV:1
Dark green mini romaine for greenhouse and hydroponic production.
Xiomara has a clean, upright base with slightly blistered leaves. Fast
growing with very good bolting tolerance and an excellent disease
package.
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MINI HEADS

LITTLE GEM / MINI ROMAINE
Type					

Resistance

REQUENA (P) PVP

40 days
Little Gem		
HR: DM16-30, 32, 33EU, F:1, Nr:0 | IR: LMV:1
Our smallest little gem with glossy, dark green, savoyed leaves surrounding a
dense, butter yellow center. Requena’s compact heads hold well in the field with
strong resistance to tip burn.

MARKET THESE COMPACT VARIETIES TOGETHER FOR
COLORFUL MIXED BOXES AND DISPLAYS.

(P)
DRAGOON
42 days
Little Gem
HR: DM 1-8US/16-27, 29, 32, 34, 36EU, Nr:0, TBSV | IR: LMV:1
Compact little gem with dark green blistered outer leaves. Dragoon is quick to fill
and can be harvested at a range of sizes while maintaining a short core.

NEWHAM (P)
42 days
Little Gem
HR: DM:1-9 US/16-21, 23-26, 28-37EU, Nr:0, Pb | IR: LMV, Rs
Our best-selling green little gem with an upright habit and nice tight center.
Newham’s broad, slightly savoyed, outward curving glossy leaves form refined,
attractive heads.

REQUENA

DRAGOON

NEWHAM

SPRETNAK

SPRETNAK (P)
42 days
Little Gem
HR: DM:1-9US/16-21, 23-26, 28-37EU, Pb, Fol:1,4
Upright romaine structure with broad outward curling smooth leaves surrounding
a closed head. Spretnak has a densely packed heart with buttery blanched leaves
and heavy weight.
NEW! ROSAINE (P)
45 days
Little Gem
HR: DM:16-26, 31, 32EU, Fol:1, Nr:0, Pb
Dark red little gem to complement our other mini varieties. Rosaine has an open,
yet upright habit with glossy, slightly savoyed red leaves surrounding a buttery,
bright green center. Pairs well with Cegolaine and Newham for mixed head sales.
XALBADORA (P)
45 days
Mini Romaine		
HR: DM1-9 US/16-36 EU, Nr:0, TBSV| IR: LMV:1
Widely adapted mini green romaine with well blistered, glossy leaves and nicely
blanched heart. Xalbadora’s compact heads are slightly larger than our little
gems.

NEW!

CRUNCHY COS/ ICEBERG ROMAINE
Size 			

Resistance

CHICARITA (P)

		
45 days
Mini 		
HR: DM 17,18,22,24,25,29,30,33-35EU, Fol:1, Nr:0 | IR: LMV:1
Crunchy mini cos for field and hydroponic production. Chicarita is an appealing
cross of romaine and iceberg with the thick, crunchy texture, sweet flavor and
excellent shelf life of an iceberg paired with the upright habit and color of a
romaine. Cupped leaves are perfect for use as a wrap or to hold a myriad of
ingredients for snacking. Very slow to bolt and strong against tipburn.

XALBADORA

ROSAINE

CEGOLAINE PG. 71

CHICARITA

POMEGRANATE CRUNCH

TRIAL THEM ALL TO CHOOSE YOUR
PERFECT COMBINATION.

BREEN

TRUCHAS

MINI HEADS ARE PERFECT FOR SELLING AS
PAIRS AND TRIOS.

ROSAINE

EZBRUKE

BREEN

POMEGRANATE
CRUNCH

ONE-CUT
NEW!

One-cut lettuce varieties yield a high count of leaves of uniform size
and shape making them a great alternative for salad mix production.
You can use one-cut lettuces in two different ways.
-Full heads: cut low so that the leaves stay attached to the core and
market as a mini head, individually or in a mixed case. Customers
and chefs will appreciate the easy processing with low waste and
high quality. Plant heads 6-8” in row.

BURGANDY

-Loose leaves: cut a few inches above the ground in field—either
by hand or mechanically—to create an improved baby leaf lettuce
product. Vary height of cut to desired leaf size. Heads will regrow
for multiple cuts if harvested above growing tip. Great texture and
durability will give you excellent volume and bag fill. Improved shelf
life due to the fact that they are mature leaves and they have small
cut surfaces, which also addresses health and safety concerns. Plant
multiple varieties in one bed for a diversified salad mix. We suggest a
high density planting of 4-6” in row for high yields.

Type			

EZPARK

NEW!

Days = relative days from direct seed to maturity
Resistance

NEW! EZPARK

(P) 		
48 days
Green Tango
HR: DM:16-36EU, Nr:0 |IR:LMV:1
Fast maturing, bright green tango for year-round production. Ezpark’s medium
to large heads yield a high volume of strongly serrated, thick textured leaves
with crunchy ribs. Excellent uniformity and field holding. Pair with Rhone red
tango.

NEW! RHONE (P)		

50 days
Red Tango
HR: DM:16-33EU, NR:0
Uniquely spiky red tango with medium-fast speed and fantastic holding ability.
Rhone’s large heads have excellent uniformity and a high leaf count of green
leaves with dark red margins. Better heat tolerance than Burgandy. Pair with
Ezpark green tango.

EZTRON

RHONE

NEW!

BURGANDY

(P)		
52 days
Red Tango			
HR: DM 1-9 US/16-36 EU, Nr:0
Deeply incised leaves with frilly edges that form well-filled heads. Burgandy’s
leaves are tipped with burgundy which contrasts beautifully with its bright
green base.

EZTRON

(P)		
52 days
Green Tango
HR: DM:1-9US/16-36EU, Nr:0, TBSV
Bright green spiky tango with deeply incised leaves. Eztron’s crisp ribs have a
fantastic crunch, and frilly tips create a great loft. Heads are quick to size up
with fast regrowth.

EZFLOR

HAMPTON

EAZY LEAF® SALAD

BRENTWOOD

BRENTWOOD

(P)
		
55 days
Red Leaf			
HR: DM 1-9 US/16-36EU, Nr:0 | IR: Fol:1
Dense heads of deep red highlight a little peek of green in the center. Brentwood’s cut leaves are light green with glossy burgundy margins that are
cupped, slightly blistered and well ruffled for added loft in mixes. Good bolt
tolerance.

NEW! EZFLOR

(P)		
55 days
Red Tango
HR: DM:16-37EU, Nr:0, TBSV |IR: Fol:1
Dark burgundy Eazy Leaf® with excellent leaf uniformity. A tango-oak leaf cross,
Ezflor’s leaves have a thick texture with frilled edges. Heads have medium fast
speed with very good field holding maintaining a short core.

HAMPTON

(P) 			
55 days
Green Oak Leaf
HR: DM:1-8US/16-37EU, Nr:0, TBSV | IR: LMV
Exceptionally beautiful! This Eazy Leaf® variety has vivid dark green, frilly leaves
with thick texture. Uniform and extremely bolt tolerant Hampton also has good
cold tolerance for covered winter production. Truly a dual purpose lettuce for
both whole head and cut leaf production.

SALAD MIXES
Mix components are subject to change due to availability

GOURMET SALAD MIX IMPROVED (U)EXCLUSIVE!

Mix of at least 7 varieties of baby leaf lettuce all tested for Lettuce Mosaic Virus.
The diverse range of color, leaf shape and texture in our Gourmet Salad Mix
combines to form an attractive, high quality product with loft and weight. Contains red and green romaine, red and green oak leaf, green tango, and red leaf
lettuces.

SUPER FRILLY LETTUCE MIX (U)EXCLUSIVE!

Mix of baby leaf lettuces with a stiff yet frilly structure and good crunch. Super
Frilly Mix will fill a bag quickly with its excellent loft. Bright color combination
with a diversity of textures and flavors. Developed with the growers’ needs in
mind as well as customer satisfaction.

GOURMET SALAD MIX IMPROVED

SUPER FRILLY LETTUCE MIX

MILD & WILD BRASSICA MIX

SPICY SALAD COMPLEMENT

SYMBOL KEY & DEFINITIONS
Organic: Seeds are grown and produced in organic systems
without the use of synthetic elements.

(U)
(P)
1M

Untreated: Seeds are grown in conventional systems, but have no
further synthetic elements on the actual seed.
Pelleted: Seeds coated with a clay outer coating that makes it
easier to handle due to the uniform size and shape. Pelleted seeds
come in both organic and conventional versions. Pelleted seeds
need to be kept moist during germination to ensure best results.

1,000 Seeds
Seeds

NEW!

EXCLUSIVE!

New Addition: Varieties that are new to our catalog for this edition.
Osborne Exclusive: Varieties that are only available to purchase through us.
Extremely Heat Tolerant

